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My invention relates to ‘ provements in edu 
cational toy blocks for teaching children to select 
and put together articles of different sizes, shapes, 
and colors, in like or different sizes and color, 
combinations and, incidentally, testing their apti 
tude as regards perception of size, color and 
shape. ' 

Other and subordinate objects, within the pur 
view of my invention, together. with the precise 
nature of my improvements will be readily under 
stood when the succeeding description and claims 
are read with reference to the drawing accom 
panying and forming part of this speci?cation. 
In said drawing: . - V 

Figure 1 is a view in perspective illustrating 
my invention in a preferred embodiment thereof; 

Figure 2 is a view in vertical longitudinal sec 
tion; : 

Figure 3 is a view in perspective of a modi?ca 
tion of the invention; and ' 

Figure 4 is a similar view of another modi?ca 
tion of the invention. 

Referring to the drawing by numerals, accord 
ing to my invention as illustrated in Figures 1 
and 2, an elongated rectangular, ?at, base block I 
is provided with a plurality of top, threaded cylin 
drical sockets 2 in the longitudinal center thereof 
spaced apart equidistantly, preferably, and of the 
same diameter, preferably although not neces 
sarily. 
A set of cylindrical blocks 3 of the same size are 

provided for stacking 0n the base block I with the 
blocks attached together in the stack and to said 
base block. For this purpose, the blocks 3 are 
provided with axial threaded bores 4’ preferably 
of the same size, in diameter, as one of the sockets 
2. Screw plugs 5 are provided, one for turning 
into one socket 2 to extend’ out of the same so 
that one block 3 may be threaded thereon, and 
the others for turning into the bores 4 of sub 
jacent blocks 3 in the stack to project above such 

V blocks for the attachment of the blocks together 
in stacked concentric formation. 
Another set of rectangular successively smaller 

blocks 6, ‘I, 8 are provided for stacking on the‘ 
base'block I. This set of blocks is designed to 
be stacked with smaller blocks on top of larger 
blocks with the stack attached to the base block I 
and the blocks of the stack attached together by 
the following means. Stepped bores 9 are pro 
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vided in the center of these blocks 6, 1 with larger ' 
ends in at the bottoms of the blocks and mating 
in successively higher blocks with the smaller 
ends ll of the bores in subjacent blocks. 
plugs 12, of successively different sizes'in diam 
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eter, are provided, one for turning into one 
of the sockets 2 to project out of the same for 
turning of the larger end of the bore In of the 
larger block ‘6 onto the same to secure said block 
to the base block land the others for turning 
into the smaller ends of the bores 9 to project 
out of the same for turning ‘of the larger ends 
of successively smaller blocks 1, 8 thereon to se 
cure the blocks of the set together. 
In the ‘modification of the invention illus 

trated in Figure 3, a cruciform shaped block is 
provided with a central bottom screw plug l3 fast 
thereto for turning into one of the sockets 2, and 
also with a top central threaded socket M for 
turning into the same a screw plug on another 
similar block so that such blocks may also be 
secured together in stacked formation with the 
stack attached to the base block I. 
In the modi?cation of the invention shown in 

Figure‘li, a rectangular block I5 is provided with 
a bottom screw plug l6 and a top threaded socket 
l'i like the screw plug l3 and socket [4 of the 
cruciform block l8 of Figure 3 and for the same - 
purpose, and said block I5 is - provided with 
threaded side sockets l9 for attachment of other 
similar blocks to the sides thereof by the screw 
plugs 16 thereof. , 

All of the set of blocks may be colored dif 
ferently, respectively, for arrangement in stacked 
formation in corresponding colors in the stack, 
but, it has not been deemed necessary to illus 
trate the blocks as colored. 7 
As will now be seen, the blocks of my invention 

and the means for attaching the same together 
and to the base block I are especially designed to 
teach attaching articles together in like or dif 
ferent sizes; the putting of like colored articles 
together, and the means for fastening the blocks 
togetheris particularly designed to test the in 
genuity of children both in the attaching opera 
tion and in the selection of corresponding sizes 
of screw plugs for the bores of the blocks. 
Another advantage of the invention is teaching 

selection of shapes and difference in size'of arti 
cles of the same shape. Obviously, in using or 
attempting to use such blocks, the intelligence 
of‘ children will be put to test and de?nitely in 
dicated. 
The foregoing will, it is believed, su?ice to, 

impart a clear understanding of my invention, 
without further explanation. , I 

Manifestly, the invention, as described, is sus 
ceptible of modi?cation, without departing from 
the inventive concept, and right is herein re 
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served to such modi?cations as fall within the 
scope of the appended claim. 
Having described the invention, what is claimed 

as new is: 
A set of educational and intelligence testing 

blocks for children comprising an elongated base 
block, sets of blocks for stacking on said base 
block, the blocks in one set being alike, and the 
blocks in the other set being di?erently shaped 
than the biocksiofltheliset T?rst-r'nentioned and 
of successively smallersize in-‘the set,v like devices 
of the same size and character for securing each 
block of the ?rst~mentioned set to a lower block 
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in the stack and the lowermost blockvof-"the stack , 
to said base block, and devices fofséb‘ufing each 
block of the second-mentionedls‘et i-to ir-aillower 
block of the stack and the lowermostblo‘ck oi the 
stack to the base block compri‘s‘ii'i‘gmlilie"devices~~ of ' 
different sizes relatively, whereby to teach'cl'iil 
dren the di?erence between like and unlike arti 

cles and the difference between articles of dif 
ferent sizes. 
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